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Abstract
Let G be a distance-regular graph. Let A denote the adjacency matrix of G. Fix a vertex x
of G. For each i (06i6D), let Ei = E

i (x) denote the projection onto the ith subconstituent
of G with respect to x. Let T (x) denote the C-algebra generated by A and fEi j 06i6Dg. We
call T (x) the Terwilliger algebra of G with respect to x. An irreducible T (x)-module W is said
to be thin if dim Ei W61 for 06i6D. The graph G is thin if for each vertex x of G, every
irreducible T (x)-module is thin. A distance-regular graph G=(X;R) with diameter D is said to
be almost-bipartite if the intersection numbers satisfy ai(G) = 0 (06i6D− 1) and aD(G) 6= 0.
Let G = (X;R) be an almost-bipartite distance-regular graph with diameter D. Then there is a
distance-regular graph G = (X; R) of diameter D = 2D + 1 which is an antipodal 2-cover, and
a 2-to-1 surjection  :X !X which preserves adjacency. It is known that G and G determine
each other, up to isomorphism. We investigate the relationship between the Terwilliger algebras
and their module structures of two graphs related in this way. In particular, we show that G is
thin if and only if G is thin. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [14], Terwilliger introduced the concept of a thin distance-regular graph, and
showed that most known distance-regular graphs are thin. This sparked a small urry
of research on the thin condition, and the C-algebra used to dene it, now called the
Terwilliger algebra. See [2{12,15].
A distance-regular graph G=(X;R) with diameter D is said to be almost-bipartite if
ai(G)=0 (06i6D−1) and aD(G) 6= 0. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence
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between almost-bipartite distance-regular graphs and bipartite distance-regular graphs of
odd diameter which are antipodal 2-covers. Indeed, let G=(X;R) be an almost-bipartite
distance-regular graph with diameter D. Then there is a distance-regular graph G =
(X; R) of diameter D = 2D + 1 which is an antipodal 2-cover, and a 2-to-1 surjection
 :X !X which preserves adjacency. It is known that G and G determine each other,
up to isomorphism. We call G the 2-cover of G, and G the quotient of G. To describe
the relationship between the Terwilliger algebra of G and that of G, we dene a matrix
 =   with rows indexed by the elements of X, and columns indexed by the elements
of X , and yz-entry
( )yz =

1 if z = y;
0 otherwise:
Fix a vertex x 2 X , and let x = x. Let T be the Terwilliger algebra for G with
respect to x, and let T be the Terwilliger algebra for G with respect to x. We show
that if W is a T -module, then W =  W is a T-module (Theorem 11.1). In fact, the
map W 7!  W from the set of all T -modules to the set of all T-modules is a bijection
(Corollary 11.2). Moreover, W is an irreducible T -module if and only if  W is an
irreducible T-module (Theorem 11.4), and W is a thin, irreducible T -module if and
only if  W is a thin, irreducible T-module (Theorem 15.1). This implies that G is
thin if and only if G is thin (Theorem 15.1).
Let W;W 0 be T -modules. We show that W and W 0 are isomorphic T -modules if
and only if  W and  W 0 are isomorphic T-modules (Theorem 12.3). Also, W and
W 0 are orthogonal if and only if  W and  W 0 are orthogonal (Theorem 13.4).
Fix an irreducible T -module W . The existence of the map  and the fact that W=
 W is a T-module gives some important information about the structure of W . We
show that there is an integer r such that Ei W 6=0 if and only if r6i6D−r, where Ei is
the projection onto the ith subconstituent for G with respect to x (Lemma 14:1). Further,
we show that dim Ei W = dim E

D−iW (r6i6D − r) (Lemma 14:1). It is known that
if  is an eigenvalue of G, then so is −. We show that EW = dim E−W , where
E is the primitive idempotent associated with  in the Bose{Mesner algebra of G
(Lemma 14:4).
Suppose that W is thin. Let ai = ai(W ) denote the eigenvalue of Er+iAE

r+i on
Er+iW (06i6D− 2r), and let xi = xi(W ) denote the eigenvalue of Er+iAEr+i−1AEr+i
on Er+iW (16i6D − 2r). It is known that the constants r; a0; a1; : : : ; aD−2r , and
x1; x2; : : : ; xD−2r determine the isomorphism class of W as a T -module. We show
ai(W )=0 (06i6D−2r), and xi(W )=xD−2r−i+1(W ) (16i6D−2r) (Theorem 15.2).
We also give some information about the structure of W =  W , and its relation
to the structure of W . Let the integer r be as above. We show that Ei W 6= 0 if
and only if r6i6D, where Ei is the projection onto the ith subconstituent for G
with respect to x (Lemma 14.3). Also, for all i (r6i6D); dimEi W; dim E

i W , and
dim ED−iW are all equal (Lemma 14.3). Let  be an eigenvalue of G. It is known
that  is an eigenvalue of G. We show that dimEW = dim EW , where E is the
primitive idempotent associated with  in the Bose{Mesner algebra of G (Lemma 14:6).
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Finally, we show that ai(W) = 0 (06i6D − r − 1); aD−r(W)2 = xD−r+1 (W ) and
xi(W) = xi(W ) (16i6D− r). In particular, aD−r(W) 6= 0 (Theorem 15:3).
This paper is organized as follows: In the remainder of this section, we review
basic denitions. In Section 2, we present some previously unpublished results of
Terwilliger’s concerning the structure of T -modules. In Section 3, we review the
relationship between an almost-bipartite distance-regular graph and its 2-cover.
In Sections 4{9, we study the algebraic structure of the Terwilliger algebra of the
antipodal 2-cover G. In Sections 10{15, we relate this to the structure of the quotient
graph G.
Denition 1.1. A graph G is a pair (X; R), where X is a nite nonempty set and R
is a collection of distinct two element subsets of X . The elements of X are called the
vertices of G, and the elements of R are called the edges of G. When xy 2 R, we say
that vertices x and y are adjacent, or that x and y are neighbors.
Denition 1.2. Let G = (X; R) and G0 = (X 0; R0) be graphs. By an isomorphism of
graphs from G to G0, we mean a bijection  :X !X 0 such that
xy 2 R if and only if (x)(y) 2 R0 (x; y 2 X ):
We say that G;G0 are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism of graphs from G to G0.
From now on, we will not distinguish between isomorphic graphs.
Denition 1.3. Let G = (X; R) be a graph. For any two vertices x; y 2 X , a walk
of length h from x to y is a sequence x0; x1; x2; : : : ; xh (xi 2X; 06i6h) such that
x0 = x; xh = y, and xi is adjacent to xi+1 for all i (06i6h − 1). We say that G is
connected if for any x; y 2 X , there is a walk from x to y.
Denition 1.4. Let G = (X; R) be a connected graph. For any x; y 2 X , the distance
between x and y, denoted @(x; y), is the length of the shortest walk from x to y. The
diameter D = D(G) is dened to be
D =maxf@(x; y) j x; y 2 X g:
Denition 1.5. Let G = (X; R) be a connected graph with diameter D. We say G is
distance-regular whenever for all triples h; i; j (06h; i; j6D), and for all x; y 2 X with
@(x; y) = h, the number
phij = jfz 2 X j @(x; z) = i; @(y; z) = jgj
is independent of the choice of x and y. The integers phij are called the intersection
numbers of G. For convenience, set ai = pii1 (06i6D); bi = p
i
i+1;1 (06i6D − 1);
bD = 0; ci = pii−1;1 (16i6D), and c0 = 0.
Denition 1.6. Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Let MatX (C)
denote the C-algebra of matrices with entries in C and rows and columns indexed by
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X . Let V = CX denote the column space of MatX (C). Then MatX (C) acts on V by
left multiplication. We refer to V as the standard module for G.
Note that V has a Hermitian inner product, dened by hw; vi=wt v, where wt is the
matrix transpose of w, and v is the complex conjugate of v.
For each x 2 X , let x^ denote the element of V with a 1 in the xth position, and 0’s
elsewhere. Then fx^ j x 2 X g is an orthonormal basis for V .
Denition 1.7. Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. For each
i (06i6D), let Ai = Ai(G) be the matrix in MatX (C) with xy entry
(Ai)xy =

1 if @(x; y) = i
0 otherwise
(x; y 2 X ):
We call Ai the ith distance matrix of G. Observe that A = A1 is the usual adjacency
matrix of G.
Denition 1.8. Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Let M denote
the subalgebra of MatX (C) generated by A. We call M the Bose{Mesner Algebra of
G. It is well known that fA0; A1; : : : ; ADg is a basis for M [2, pp. 44{45].
Lemma 1.9. Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Let M denote
the Bose{Mesner Algebra of G. Then there exists a basis E0; E1; : : : ; ED for M such
that
(i) E0 = jX j−1J (where J denotes the all 1’s matrix).
(ii)
PD
i=0 Ei = I .
(iii) EiEj = ijEi (06i; j6D).
Proof. See [2, pp. 59, 64].
Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Observe that Lemma 1.9(ii)
and (iii) implies that the standard module V can be decomposed as
V = E0V + E1V +   + EDV (orthogonal direct sum): (1.1)
Denition 1.10. Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Dene the
scalars i 2C (06i6D) by
A=
DX
i=0
iEi: (1.2)
Then AEi=EiA=iEi (06i6D). The scalars 0; 1; : : : ; D are distinct, since A gener-
ates M [1, p. 197]. The 0; 1; : : : ; D are the eigenvalues for the matrix A, but we will
also refer to them as the eigenvalues for G. Note that since A is real and symmetric,
i 2 R (06i6D). For = i, we will sometimes use E to denote Ei.
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Denition 1.11. Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Fix a vertex
x 2 X . For each i (06i6D), let Ei = Ei (x) be the diagonal matrix in MatX (C) with
yy entry
(Ei )yy =

1 if @(x; y) = i
0 otherwise
(y 2 X ):
We call Ei the ith dual idempotent of G with respect to x.
Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Fix x2X , and let
Ei = E

i (x) (06i6D). Observe that
Ei E

j = ijE

i (06i; j6D): (1.3)
Also,
DX
i=0
Ei = I: (1.4)
Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) imply that the standard module V can be decomposed as
V = E0V + E1V +   + EDV (orthogonal direct sum): (1.5)
Denition 1.12. Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Let
M=M(x) denote the subalgebra of MatX (C) generated by fEi j 06i6Dg. We call
M the dual Bose{Mesner Algebra of G with respect to x. Clearly fE0 ; E1 ; : : : ; EDg
is a basis for M.
Lemma 1.13. Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Let A0;
A1; : : : ; AD be the distance matrices of G. Fix a vertex x 2 X . Let E0 ; E1 ; : : : ; ED be
the dual idempotents of G with respect to x. Then
(i)
(Eh AiE

j )yz
=

1 if @(x; y) = h; @(x; z) = j; and @(y; z) = i
0 otherwise
(06h; i; j6D;y; z 2X ):
(ii) Eh AE

j = 0 if jh− jj> 1 (06h; j6D).
(iii) AEj V Ej−1V + Ej V + Ej+1V (06j6D);
where we take E−1 = 0 and E

D+1 = 0.
Proof. (i) Matrix multiplication. (ii) Immediate from (i). (iii) Immediate from (ii)
and (1.4).
Denition 1.14. Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph. Pick x2X , and write
M = M(x). Let T = T (x) denote the subalgebra of MatX (C) generated by M and
M. We refer to T as the Terwilliger algebra of G with respect to x.
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Denition 1.15. Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Fix a vertex
x 2 X , and write T=T (x). By a T-module, we mean a subspace of the standard module
V which is invariant under multiplication by elements of T .
Denition 1.16. By an isomorphism of T-modules from W to W 0, we mean an iso-
morphism of vector spaces f :W !W 0 such that
(ft − tf)W = 0 (t 2 T ): (1.6)
We say that two T -modules W and W 0 are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism of
T -modules from W to W 0.
Denition 1.17. Let =i be an eigenvalue for G. We say that  is an eigenvalue for
W if EW 6= 0. In this case, EW is a maximal eigenspace for AjW . Let 
W denote
the set of eigenvalues for W . Then by (1.1),
W =
X
2
W
EW (orthogonal direct sum):
Denition 1.18. Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D. Fix a vertex
x 2 X , and write T = T (x), and Ei = Ei (x) (06i6D). A T -module W is said to be
irreducible if W is nonzero and properly contains no T -modules other than 0. An
irreducible T -module W is said to be thin if
dim Ei W61 (06i6D):
We say G is thin with respect to x whenever every irreducible T -module is thin. We
say G is thin if G is thin with respect to every vertex in X .
2. The structure of the irreducible T-modules
Throughout this section, let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph. Fix x 2 X , and let
T = T (x). In [13], Terwilliger examines closely the relationship between the structure
of irreducible modules and the combinatorial structure of G. In this section, we review
some of his results.
Denition 2.1. Let G; T be as above. Let W be an irreducible T -module. By the
endpoint of W , we mean the integer r=minfi jEi W 6= 0g, and by the diameter of W
we mean the integer d= jfi jEi W 6= 0gj − 1.
Lemma 2.2. Let G; T be as above. Let W be an irreducible T-module with endpoint
r and diameter d. Then
(i) Ei W 6= 0 if and only if r6i6r + d (06i6D).
(ii) W =
Pd
i=0 E

r+iW (orthogonal direct sum).
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Proof. (i) By the denition of endpoint, Ei W=0 (06i6r−1); and Er W 6= 0. Suppose
that Ei W =0 for some i (r+16i6r+d). Let U =E

r W +E

r+1W +   +Ei−1W: By
Lemma 1.13(iii), U is closed under the action of A. Observe that U is closed under
the action of each Ei (06i6D). Therefore, U is a T -module. Since U is nonzero
and properly contained in W , this contradicts the irreducibility of W . We conclude
that Ei W 6= 0 (r6i6r + d). Finally, Ei W = 0 (r + d + 16i6D), by the denition
of diameter.
(ii) Immediate from (i) and (1.5).
Lemma 2.3. Let G; T be as above. Let W be an irreducible T-module with endpoint
r and diameter d. Then
(i) Ei−1AE

i W 6= 0 (r + 16i6r + d):
(ii) Ei AE

i−1W 6= 0 (r + 16i6r + d):
Proof. (i) Suppose that Ei−1AE

i W =0 for some i (r+16i6r+d). Let U =E

i W +
Ei+1W +   +Er+dW . By Lemma 1.13(iii), U is closed under the action of A. Observe
that U is closed under the action of each Ei (06i6D). Therefore, U is a T -module.
Since U is nonzero and properly contained in W , this contradicts the irreducibility
of W . (ii) Similar.
Denition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, below, give two important sets of parameters describ-
ing the structure of a thin, irreducibile T -module, the signicance of which is indicated
in Lemma 2.8.
Denition 2.4. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin, irreducible T -module with
endpoint r and diameter d>1. For each i (06i6d), dene ai = ai(W ) to be the
eigenvalue of Er+iAE

r+i on E

r+iW:
Lemma 2.5. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin; irreducible T -module with end-
point r and diameter d. Fix an index i (16i6d). Then the eigenvalue of
Er+i−1AE

r+iAE

r+i−1 on E

r+i−1W is equal to the eigenvalue of E

r+iAE

r+i−1AE

r+i on
Er+iW . We denote this scalar by xi = xi(W ).
Proof. Pick any nonzero v 2 Er+i−1W and any nonzero w 2 Er+iW . Since W is thin,
there exist scalars ;  such that Er+iAE

r+i−1v= w, and E

r+i−1AE

r+iw= v: Observe
that both eigenvalues in the statement of the lemma are equal to .
Lemma 2.6. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin; irreducible T -module with end-
point r and diameter d. Let ai = ai(W ) (06i6d); and let xi = xi(W ) (16i6d):
Then
(i) ai is a real number (06i6d):
(ii) xi is a positive real number (16i6d):
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Proof. (i) Observe that ai is an eigenvalue for the real, symmetric matrix Er+iAE

r+i,
and is therefore real.
(ii) Observe that xi is an eigenvalue for the real, symmetric matrix Er+iAE

r+i−1AE

r+i,
and is therefore real. Also, Er+iAE

r+i−1AE

r+i is positive semidenite, since it equals
N tN , where N = Er+i−1AE

r+i. Therefore, xi>0: Finally, observe that xi 6= 0, by
Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.7. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin; irreducible T -module with end-
point r and diameter d. Let ai= ai(W ) (06i6d); and let xi= xi(W ) (16i6d): Pick
any nonzero v 2 Er W; and dene v0; v1; v2; : : : ; vd+1 by
vi = Er+iA
iv (06i6d+ 1): (2.1)
Then
(i) vi is a basis for Er+iW (06i6d):
(ii) vd+1 = 0:
(iii) v0; v1; : : : ; vd is a basis for W:
(iv) Avi = vi+1 + aivi + xivi−1 (06i6d); (2.2)
where we take x0 = 0 and v−1 = 0:
Proof. (i) Fix an index i (06i6d). Note that dim Er+iW = 1, since W is thin, so
it is sucient to show that vi 6= 0. This is trivial if i = 0, since v0 = v, so we may
assume that i> 0. Observe by Lemma 1.13(ii) that vi = Er+iAE

r+i−1vi−1. Combining
this with Lemma 2.3(ii), a simple induction argument shows that vi 6= 0. (ii) Immediate
from Lemma 2.2(i). (iii) Immediate from (i) and Lemma 2.2(ii). (iv) Immediate from
Denition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.8. Let G; T be as above. Let W;W 0 be thin; irreducible T -modules with
endpoints r; r0 and diameters d; d0; respectively. Let ai = ai(W ) (06i6d) and
xi = xi(W ) (16i6d): Let a0i = ai(W
0) (06i6d0) and x0i = xi(W
0) (16i6d0). The
following are equivalent:
(i) W and W 0 are isomorphic T -modules.
(ii) r = r0; d= d0; ai = a0i (06i6d); and xi = x
0
i (16i6d):
Proof. (i)) (ii) Let f :W !W 0 be a T -module isomorphism. Then by (1.6), fEi W=
Ei W
0 (06i6D): It follows that Ei W = 0 if and only if E

i W
0 = 0 (06i6D): There-
fore, d = d0 and r = r0 by Denition 2.1. Observe that by (1.6), (fEr+iAE

r+i −
Er+iAE

r+if)W=0 (06i6d); so ai=a
0
i (06i6d) by Denition 2.4. Similarly, by (1.6),
(fEr+i−1AE

r+iAE

r+i−1−Er+i−1AEr+iAEr+i−1f)W =0 (16i6d); so xi = x0i (16i6d)
by Lemma 2.5.
(ii)) (i) Pick v 2 Er W; and let v0; v1; : : : ; vd be a basis for W as in
Lemma 2.7(iii). Similarly, pick v0 2W 0, and let v00; v01; : : : ; v0d be a basis for W 0 as in
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Lemma 2.7(iii). Dene a linear transformation f :W !W 0 by f(vi)=v0i : Then f is an
isomorphism of vector spaces. By Lemma 2.7(iv), the matrix representing AjW with
respect to v0; v1; : : : ; vd is the same as the matrix representing AjW 0 with respect to
v00; v
0
1; : : : ; v
0
d, so (fA−Af)W =0: It is immediate that (fEi −Ei f)W =0 (06i6D):
Since A and E0 ; E

1 ; : : : ; E

D generate T , Eq. (1.6) holds. Therefore, f is a T -module
isomorphism.
Denition 2.9. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin, irreducible T -module with
endpoint r and diameter d: Let ai=ai(W ) (06i6d) and xi=xi(W ) (16i6d). Dene
a sequence of polynomials p0; p1; : : : ; pd+1 2 R[] recursively by
p0 = 1;
pi = pi+1 + aipi + xipi−1 (06i6d);
(2.3)
where p−1 = 0. Note that each pi is monic of degree i.
Lemma 2.10. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin; irreducible T -module with
endpoint r and diameter d. Let p0; p1; : : : ; pd+1 be as in Denition 2:9. Then
(i) (pi(A)− Er+iAi)Er W = 0 (06i6d+ 1).
(ii) pi(A)Er W = E

r+iW (06i6d+ 1):
(iii) MEr W =W:
(iv) EiEr W = EiW (06i6D):
Proof. (i) Pick any nonzero v 2 Er W; and let v0; v1; : : : ; vd+1 be as in Lemma 2.7.
Comparing (2.2) and (2.3), we see that pi(A)v= vi (06i6d+ 1): By this and (2.1),
(pi(A)−Er+iAi)v=0 (06i6d+1): Since v spans Er W; the result follows. (ii) Imme-
diate from (i) and Lemma 2.3(ii). (iii) Immediate from (ii), Lemma 2.2(ii), and the
fact that A generates M . (iv) Apply Ei to (iii).
Lemma 2.11. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin; irreducible T -module with
endpoint r and diameter d. Let 
W denote the set of eigenvalues for W. Then
(i) dim EW = 1 ( 2 
W ):
(ii) j
W j= d+ 1:
(iii) pd+1 is the minimal polynomial for AjW .
(iv) pd+1 =
Q
2
W (− ).
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 2.10(iv), and the fact that dim Er W = 1:
(ii) Immediate from (i) and the fact that dimW = d+ 1:
(iii) By (ii), the minimal polynomial for AjW has degree d+1, so it is sucient to
show that pd+1(A)W = 0. By Lemma 2.10(ii), (iii) and Lemma 2.2(i),
pd+1(A)W = pd+1(A)MEr W =Mpd+1(A)E

r W = 0:
(iv) Immediate from (iii) since pd+1 is monic.
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Denition 2.12. Let 0; 1; : : : ; d be a sequence of real numbers. A sign change in
the sequence is a pair of integers (i; j) such that 06i6j6d; ij < 0; and h =0 for
i<h<j:
Lemma 2.13. Let G; T be as above. Let W be a thin; irreducible T -module with
endpoint r and diameter d. Let ai = ai(W ) (06i6d) and xi = xi(W ) (16i6d): Let

W denote the set of eigenvalues for W. Fix  2 
W ; and let j denote the number
of elements of 
W larger than . Let p0; p1; : : : ; pd+1 be as in Denition 2:9:
(i) The sequence p0(); p1(); : : : ; pd() has exactly j sign changes.
(ii) pd()>0 if j is even; and pd()60 if j is odd.
Proof. (i) See [11, Theorem 8:5:2]. (ii) Follows from (i), since p0() = 1> 0.
3. Almost-bipartite graphs and their antipodal 2-covers
Denition 3.1. A graph G = (X; R) is said to be bipartite if there is a partition X =
X+ [X− of X into disjoint subsets such for any pair of adjacent vertices, exactly one
is in X+.
Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph with diameter D. It is known that G is
bipartite if and only if ai = 0 for all i (06i6D) [5, Lemma 1:8]. In the light of this
result, we have the following denition.
Denition 3.2. Let G = (X;R) be a distance-regular graph with diameter D. We say
that G is almost-bipartite whenever
ai = 0 (06i6D− 1);
aD 6= 0:
Denition 3.3. Let G=(X;R) be an almost-bipartite distance-regular graph with diam-
eter D. We use G to dene a new graph G=(X; R), called the 2-cover of G, as follows:
the vertex set of G is X =X+ [X− (disjoint union), where X+ = fx+ jx2Xg and
X−=fx− jx2Xg are two copies of X. The edge set of G is R=fx+y− jx2X;y2X;
xy 2 Eg. It is known (see Theorem 3.7 below) that the graph G is distance-regular,
bipartite and has diameter D=2D+1. It is also an antipodal 2-cover, in the following
sense:
Lemma 3.4. Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph with diameter D. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) For all x 2 X; there is a unique vertex x0 2 X with @(x; x0) = D.
(ii) The intersection numbers of G satisfy
ci = bD−i (06i6D):
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We say that G is an antipodal 2-cover whenever (i) and (ii) hold. In this case; we
say that x0 is antipodal to x; or that x; x0 are antipodal opposites.
Proof. See [2, Proposition 4:2:2].
Lemma 3.5. Let G=(X; R) be a distance-regular graph which is an antipodal 2-cover.
Then
(i) x00 = x (x 2 X ).
(ii) Let D be the diameter of G; and pick any antipodal pair x; x0 2 X . Then
@(x; y) + @(x0; y) = D (y 2 X ):
Proof. (i) Immediate. (ii) Pick y 2 X , and let i=@(x; y). We show that @(y; x0)=D−i.
First, observe that @(y; x0)>D−i by the triangle inequality, and the fact that @(x; x0)=D.
Since bi; bi+1; : : : ; bD−1 are not zero, there is a walk y=y0; y1; : : : ; yD−i with @(x; yj)=
i+j (06j6D−i). Observe that yD−i=x0, since x0 is the unique vertex in G at distance
D from x. We have constructed a walk of length D− i from y to x0, so @(y; x0)6D− i.
We conclude that @(y; x0) = D − i.
Denition 3.6. Let G = (X; R) be a distance-regular graph of diameter D which is an
antipodal 2-cover. Then there is a graph G = (X;R) and a function  :X !X such
that
(i) x = x0 (x 2 X ).
(ii) @(x; y) = minf@(x; y); D − @(x; y)g (x; y 2 X ).
The graph G is unique up to isomorphism [2, Proposition 11:1:4]. We call G the
quotient of G, and we call  a quotient map.
Theorem 3.7. Let G = (X;R) and G = (X; R) be graphs. The following are
equivalent:
(i) G is an almost-bipartite distance-regular graph; and G is the 2-cover of G.
(ii) G is a bipartite distance-regular graph of odd diameter which is an antipodal
2-cover; and G is the quotient of G.
Furthermore; suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. Then
(iii) D = 2D+ 1; where D is the diameter of G; and D is the diameter of G.
(iv) For all x 2 X; x+ and x− are antipodal opposites in G.
(v) The intersection numbers of G and G are related by
ci(G) = ci(G) (06i6D);
bi(G) = bi(G) (06i6D− 1);
aD(G) = bD(G):
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Proof. See [2, Proposition 4:2:11].
This theorem establishes a bijection between the set of almost-bipartite distance-
regular graphs and the set of bipartite distance-regular graphs of odd diameter which
are antipodal 2-covers. Therefore, it is reasonable to study the latter class of graphs in
order to gain insight into the former.
In most of what follows, G=(X; R) will denote a bipartite distance-regular graph of
odd diameter which is an antipodal 2-cover, and G = (X;R) will denote its quotient.
We will use roman letters to refer to features of G, and script letter to refer to features
of G. For example we will use n= jX j for the number of vertices of G, and n = jXj
for the number of vertices of G. Of course, n= 2n.
4. Antipodal 2-covers
Throughout this section assume that G = (X; R) is distance-regular graph which is
an antipodal 2-cover. Let V be the standard module for G. Let S = AD.
Lemma 4.1. Let G; V; S be as above. Then
(i) Sy^ = y^0 (y 2 X ).
(ii) S :V !V is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
Proof. (i) Matrix multiplication. (ii) Immediate from (i).
Lemma 4.2. Let G; S be as above. Then (i) S2 = I: (ii) S t = S.
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemmas 3.5(i) and 4:1(i). (ii) Observe that S is symmetric
by denition.
Lemma 4.3. Let G; S; V be as above. Dene
V+ = spanfy^ + y^0 jy 2 X g; V− = spanfy^ − y^0 jy 2 X g:
Then (i) V =V+ +V− (orthogonal direct sum): (ii) (S− I)V+ =0: (iii) (S+ I)V−=0:
(iv) (S + I)V = V+: (v) (S − I)V = V−:
Proof. (i) Observe that V = V+ + V−, since for all y 2 X; y^ = (1=2)(y^ + y^0) +
(1=2)(y^ − y^0) 2 V+ + V−. Also, V+; V− are orthogonal, since hy^ + y^0; z^ − z^0i =
0 (y; z 2 X ), by Denition 1.6 and Lemma 3.5(i). (ii) Immediate from Lemmas 3.5(i),
4:1(i), and the denition of V+. (iii) Immediate from Lemmas 3.5(i), 4:1(i), the deni-
tion of V−. (iv) Immediate from Lemma 4.1(i) and the denition of V+. (v) Immediate
from Lemma 4.1(i) and the denition of V−.
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5. Bipartite distance-regular graphs
Throughout this section, let G = (X; R) be a bipartite distance-regular graph with
bipartition X = X+ [ X−. Let V be the standard module for G.
Denition 5.1. Let S be the diagonal matrix in MatX (C) with yy-entry
(S)yy =

1 if y 2 X+;
−1 if y 2 X−:
Lemma 5.2. Let G; S be as above. Then
(i) Sy^ =

y^ if y 2 X+
−y^ if y 2 X− (y 2 X ):
(ii) S :V !V is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
Proof. (i) Matrix multiplication. (ii) Immediate from (i).
Lemma 5.3. Let G; S be as above. Then (i) (S)2 = I: (ii) (S)t = S.
Proof. Immediate from Denition 5.1.
Lemma 5.4. Let G; S; V be as above. Dene V+ = spanfy^ jy2X+g; V− =
spanfy^ jy 2 X−g.
Then (i) V = V+ + V− (orthogonal direct sum). (ii) (S − I)V+ = 0:
(iii) (S + I)V− = 0: (iv) (S + I)V = V+: (v) (S − I)V = V−.
Proof. (i) Immediate from Denition 1.6. (ii) Immediate from Lemma 5.2(i) and
the denition of V+. (iii) Immediate from Lemma 5.2(i) and the denition of V−.
(iv) Immediate from Lemma 5.2(i) and the denition of V+. (v) Immediate from
Lemma 5.2(i) and the denition of V−.
6. The relationship between S and S
Throughout this section, assume that G= (X; R) is a bipartite distance-regular graph
of odd diameter D = 2D + 1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let V be the standard
module for G. Let S = AD, and let S be as in Denition 5.1.
Lemma 6.1. Let G; S; S be as above. Then SS =−SS.
Proof. Fix y; z 2 X , and compute the yz entry of both sides. Assume that y; z are
not antipodal opposites. Then the yz entry of each side is 0, since S is diagonal, and
since Syz = 0. Now assume that y; z are antipodal opposites. By matrix multiplication,
the yz entry of SS is 1 if z 2 X+ and −1 if z 2 X−. Similarly, the yz entry of −SS
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is 1 if y 2 X− and −1 if y 2 X+. Since y; z are antipodal opposites and D is odd,
exactly one of y; z is in X+, so the two entries are equal.
Lemma 6.2. Let G; S; S be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4:3. Then
(i) SV+ = V−: (ii) SV− = V+: (iii) dim V+ = jX j=2: (iv) dim V− = jX j=2.
Proof. (i) Observe by Lemmas 4.3(iv),(v), 5:2(ii), and 6:1,
SV+ = S(S + I)V = (−S + I)SV = (S − I)V = V−:
(ii) Similar. (iii), (iv) From Lemma 4.3(i),
dim V+ + dim V− = dim V = jX j:
Also, dim V+ = dim V− from (i) and Lemma 5.2(ii).
Lemma 6.3. Let G; S; S be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 5:4.
(i) SV+ = V−: (ii) SV− = V+: (iii) dim V+ = jX j=2: (iv) dim V− = jX j=2.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 6.4. Let G be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4:3. Let V+; V− be as
in Lemma 5:4.
(i) V = V+ + V− (direct sum).
(ii) V = V− + V− (direct sum).
(iii) V = V+ + V+ (direct sum).
(iv) V = V− + V+ (direct sum).
Proof. (i) In view of Lemmas 6.2(iv) and 6:3(iii), we need only show that V+\V−=0.
Pick any v 2 V+ \V−. Observe that v is an eigenvector for S by Lemma 4.3(iii), and
also an eigenvector for S by Lemma 5.4(ii). It follows that SSv = SSv, so v = 0
by Lemmas 4.1(ii), 5:2(ii), and 6:1. We conclude that V+ \ V− = 0, and the result
follows. (ii){(iv) Similar.
Lemma 6.5. Let G; S; S be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4:3. Let V+; V−
be as in Lemma 5:4.
(i) (S + I)jV+ :V+!V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(ii) (S + I)jV+ :V+!V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iii) The map in (i) is 2 times the inverse of the map in (ii).
Proof. (i) The map (S + I) :V !V has kernel V− and image V+ by Lemma 4.3. The
result now follows from Lemma 6.4(i). (ii) Similar. (iii) Pick any v 2 V+. Observe
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that Sv= v by Lemma 5.4(ii). By this, and Lemma 6.1,
(S + I)(S + I)v= SSv+ Sv+ Sv+ v
=−SSv+ Sv+ Sv+ v
= 2v;
as desired.
Lemma 6.6. Let G; S; S be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4:3. Let V+; V−
be as in Lemma 5:4.
(i) (S + I)jV− :V−!V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(ii) (S − I)jV+ :V+!V− is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iii) The map in (i) is −2 times the inverse of the map in (ii).
Proof. Similar to Lemma 6.5.
Lemma 6.7. Let G; S; S be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4:3. Let V+; V−
be as in Lemma 5:4.
(i) (S − I)jV+ :V+!V− is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(ii) (S + I)jV− :V−!V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iii) The map in (i) is −2 times the inverse of the map in (ii).
Proof. Similar to Lemma 6.5.
Lemma 6.8. Let G; S; S be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4:3. Let V+; V−
be as in Lemma 5:4.
(i) (S − I)jV− :V−!V− is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(ii) (S − I)jV− :V−!V− is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iii) The map in (i) is 2 times the inverse of the map in (ii).
Proof. Similar to Lemma 6.5.
7. The relationship between Ei and S; S

Throughout this section, let G = (X; R) be a bipartite distance-regular graph which
is an antipodal 2-cover of odd diameter D = 2D + 1. Let S = AD, and let S be
as in Denition 5.1. Fix x 2 X+, where X = X+ [ X− is the bipartition of G. Let
Ei = E

i (x) (06i6D).
Lemma 7.1. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Then
(i) S =
PD
i=0 (−1)iEi .
(ii) SEi = (−1)iEi (06i6D).
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(iii) Ei S
 = (−1)iEi (06i6D).
(iv) fSg [ fEi + ED−i j 06i6Dg generates M.
Proof. (i) Pick any y 2 X . Then y 2 X+ if and only if @(x; y) is even. The result
now follows from Denitions 1.11 and 5.1. (ii) Immediate from (i) and (1.3). (iii)
Immediate from (i) and (1.3). (iv) Observe
Ei =
1
2(I + (−1)iS)(Ei + ED−i) (06i6D):
The result follows since M is generated by E0 ; E

1 ; : : : ; E

D.
Lemma 7.2. Let G; Ei be as above. Let V
+; V− be as in Lemma 5:4. Then
(i) V+ =
P
i even E

i V (orthogonal direct sum).
(ii) V− =
P
i odd E

i V (orthogonal direct sum).
Proof. (i) Immediate from Eq. (1.4), Lemmas 5:4(iv), and 7:1(i). (ii) Immediate from
Eq. (1.4), Lemmas 5:4(v), and 7:1(i).
Lemma 7.3. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Pick indices i; j (06i; j6D); such
that i + j 6= D. Then Ei SEj = 0.
Proof. Suppose that Ei SE

j 6= 0. Pick y; z 2 X such that the yz-entry of Ei SEj is
nonzero. Then (Ei )yy 6= 0, so @(x; y) = i by denition of Ei . Also (Ej )zz 6= 0, so
@(x; z) = j by denition of Ej . Finally, Syz 6= 0, so y; z are antipodal opposites by
denition of S. Now i + j = D by Lemma 3.5(ii).
Lemma 7.4. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Then
(i) SEi = E

D−iSE

i (06i6D).
(ii) Ej S = E

j SE

D−j (06j6D).
Proof. (i) From (1:4), SEi =
PD
j=0 E

j

SEi = E

D−iSE

i by Lemma 7.3. (ii) Similar.
Corollary 7.5. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Then
(i) SEi = E

D−iS (06i6D).
(ii) SEi V = E

D−iV (06i6D).
Proof. (i) Follows from Lemma 7.4, with j = D − i. (ii) Immediate from (i) and
Lemma 4.1(ii).
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8. The relationship between A; Ei and S; S
Throughout this section, let G = (X; R) be a bipartite distance-regular graph of odd
diameter D = 2D + 1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let S = AD, and let S be as
in Denition 5.1. Let A be the adjacency matrix for G. Let E0; E1; : : : ; ED be the
idempotents for G. For each i (06i6D), let i denote the eigenvalue for G associated
with Ei. Assume E0; E1; : : : ; ED are ordered so that 0>1>   >D.
Lemma 8.1. Let G; S; S; A be as above. Then (i) AS = SA. (ii) AS =−SA.
Proof. (i) This follows from the fact that S 2 M , and M is generated by A.
(ii) We x y; z 2 X , and compute the yz entry of both sides. Assume yz 62 R. Then
the yz entry of both sides is 0, since S is diagonal, and since Ayz = 0. Now assume
that yz 2 R. By matrix multiplication, the yz entry of AS is 1 if z 2 X+ and −1 if
z 2 X−. Similarly, the yz entry of −SA is 1 if y 2 X− and −1 if y 2 X+. Since G
is bipartite and y; z are adjacent, z 2 X+ if and only if y 2 X−, so the two entries are
equal.
Lemma 8.2. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Then
(i) S =
PD
i=0 (−1)iEi.
(ii) SEi = (−1)iEi (06i6D).
(iii) EiS = (−1)iEi (06i6D).
(iv) fSg [ fEi + ED−i j 06i6Dg generates M.
Proof. (i) Note that since S 2M; S =PDi=0 iEi, for some constants 0; 1; : : : ; D 2C.
Recall that S2 = I by Lemma 4.2(i), so 2i = 1 (06i6D), which implies that
i 2f1;−1g (06i6D). The fact that the signs of the i alternate follows from
[2, Corollary 4:1:2]. (ii) Immediate from (i) and Lemma 1.9(iii). (iii) Immediate from
(i) and Lemma 1.9(iii). (iv) Similar to Lemma 7.1(iv).
Lemma 8.3. Let G; Ei be as above. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4:3. Then
(i) V+ =
P
i even EiV (orthogonal direct sum).
(ii) V− =
P
i odd EiV (orthogonal direct sum).
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemmas 1.9(ii), 4:3(iv), and 8:2(i). (ii) Immediate from
Lemmas 1.9(ii), 4:3(v), and 8:2(i).
Lemma 8.4. Let G; Ei (06i6D); i (06i6D) be as above. Then
(i) i =−D−i (06i6D).
(ii) i 6= 0 (06i6D).
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Proof. (i) By the assumed ordering of the i, it is sucient to show that for each
i (06i6D); −i is an eigenvalue for G. Fix i (06i6D), and pick any nonzero
v2EiV . We show that Sv is an eigenvector for A with eigenvalue −i. Observe
by Lemma 5.2(ii) that Sv 6= 0. By Lemma 8.1(ii)
ASv=−SAv=−iSv;
and the result follows.
(ii) Immediate from (i), since D is odd.
Lemma 8.5. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Pick indices i; j (06i; j6D); such
that i + j 6= D. Then EiSEj = 0.
Proof. Suppose that EiSEj 6= 0. By Lemma 8.1(ii),
0 = AS + SA:
Now,
0 = Ei(AS + SA)Ej = (i + j)EiSEj;
so i + j = 0. Now i + j = D by Lemma 8.4.
Lemma 8.6. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Then
(i) SEi = ED−iSEi (06i6D).
(ii) EjS = EjSED−j (06j6D).
Proof. Similar to Lemma 7.4.
Corollary 8.7. Let G; S; Ei (06i6D) be as above. Then
(i) SEi = ED−iS (06i6D).
(ii) SEiV = ED−iV (06i6D).
Proof. (i) Follows from Lemma 8.6, with j = D − i. (ii) Immediate from (i) and
Lemma 5.2(ii).
9. Some results on T-modules
Throughout this section, assume that G=(X; R) is a bipartite distance-regular graph of
odd diameter D=2D+1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Fix x 2 X , and let T=T (x). Let
W be any T -module. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4.3. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 5.4.
Lemma 9.1. Let G;W; V+; V− be as above. Then
(i) (S + I)W =W \ V+.
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(ii) (S − I)W =W \ V−.
(iii) W =W \ V+ +W \ V− (orthogonal direct sum).
Proof. (i) () Observe that (S + I)W V+ by Lemma 4.3(iv). Also, (S + I)W W ,
since S is in T . () By Lemma 4.3(ii), S + I acts as twice the identity on W \ V+,
so
W \ V+ = (S + I)(W \ V+)(S + I)W:
(ii) Similar.
(iii) () Pick any w 2 W . By (i) and (ii),
w = 12(S + I)w − 12 (S − I)w 2 W \ V+ +W \ V−:
() Clear.
The sum is orthogonal by Lemma 4.3(i).
Lemma 9.2. Let G;W; V+; V− be as above. Then
(i) S(W \ V+) =W \ V−:
(ii) S(W \ V−) =W \ V+.
(iii) dim(W \ V+) = 12 dimW .
(iv) dim(W \ V−) = 12 dimW .
Proof. (i) Observe that SV+=V− by Lemma 6.2(i), and that SW =W since S 2 T
and since S is invertible. (ii) Similar. (iii), (iv) Immediate from (i) and (ii), Lemma
9.1(iii), and the fact that S is invertible.
Lemma 9.3. Let G;W; V+; V− be as above. Then
(i) (S + I)W =W \ V+.
(ii) (S − I)W =W \ V−.
(iii) W =W \ V+ +W \ V− (orthogonal direct sum).
Proof. Similar to Lemma 9.1.
Lemma 9.4. Let G;W; V+; V− be as above. Then
(i) S(W \ V+) =W \ V−:
(ii) S(W \ V−) =W \ V+.
(iii) dim(W \ V+) = 12 dimW .
(iv) dim(W \ V−) = 12 dimW .
Proof. Similar to Lemma 9.2.
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10. The quotient transformation
Throughout this section, let G = (X; R) be a bipartite distance-regular graph of odd
diameter D = 2D + 1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let G = (X;R) be the quotient
graph, and let  :X !X be a quotient map. Let S=AD, and let S be as in Denition
5.1. Let V be the standard module for G, and let V be the standard module for G.
Let V+, V− be as in Lemma 4.3. Let V+, V− be as in Lemma 5.4.
Denition 10.1. Let  =   be the matrix with rows indexed by the elements of X,
and columns indexed by the elements of X , and yz entry
( )yz =

1 if z = y
0 otherwise
(y 2 X; z 2 X ):
We call  the quotient transformation associated with .
Lemma 10.2. Let G; G;  be as above. Then
(i) For all y 2 X;
 y^ = y^; where y = y:
(ii) For all y 2 X;
 ty^= y^ + y^0; where y; y0 2X are the antipodal opposites such that
y = y0 = y:
Proof. Matrix multiplication.
Lemma 10.3. Let G; G; S; S;  be as above. Then
(i)   t = 2I .
(ii)  t = S + I .
(iii)  S =  .
(iv)  S t = 0.
Proof. (i) Fix y; z 2 X. By matrix multiplication, the yz entry of the left-hand side
is the number of vertices u 2 X such that u = y and u = z. This number is 2 if
y= z, and 0 otherwise.
(ii) Fix y; z 2 X . The yz entry of the left-hand side is 1 if y=z, and 0 otherwise.
The yz entry of the right-hand side is 1 if y; z are equal or antipodal opposites, and 0
otherwise. The two entries are now equal, by Denition 3.6.
(iii) Fix y 2 X and z 2 X . Let z0 be the antipodal vertex to z. The yz entry of the
left-hand side is 1 if z0=y, and 0 otherwise. By Denition 10.1, the yz entry of the
right-hand side is 1 if z = y, and 0 otherwise. By denition of the quotient graph,
z0 = y if and only if z = y, so the two entries are equal.
(iv) Fix y; z 2 X. The yz entry on the left is
jfu2X ju= y; u= z; and u2X+gj−jfu2X ju= y; u= z; and u2X−gj:
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If y 6= z, then both sets are empty. If y = z, then both sets have exactly one
element.
Lemma 10.4. Let G; G; V+; V−; V;  be as above. Then
(i) V− = ker  .
(ii)  jV+ :V+!V is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iii)  t :V!V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iv) The map in (ii) is twice the inverse of the map in (iii).
Proof. (i) () Observe that by Lemmas 4:3(v) and 10:3(iii),  V− =  (S − I)V = 0:
() Pick any v 2 ker  . Then by Lemma 10:3(ii), (S + I)v=  t v= 0; so v 2 V−
by Lemma 4.3. (ii) By Lemma 10.2(i),  is onto V. The result now follows from (i)
and Lemma 4.3(i). (iii) Immediate from Lemma 10.2(ii) and the denition of V+. (iv)
Immediate from (ii), (iii), and Lemma 10.3(i).
Lemma 10.5. Let G; G; V+; V−; V;  be as above. Then
(i)  jV+ :V+!V is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(ii)  jV− :V−!V is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 6.5(i), (S+ I)jV+ :V+!V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces,
and by Lemma 10.4(ii),  jV+ :V+!V is an isomorphism of vector spaces. By
Lemma 10.3(iii),  = (1=2) (S + I), and the result follows.
(ii) By Lemma 6.3(ii), SjV− :V−!V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces, and by
(i),  jV+ :V+!V is an isomorphism of vector spaces. By Lemma 10.3(iii),  =  S,
and the result follows.
Lemma 10.6. Let G; G; S; S;  be as above. Let A denote the adjacency matrix
for G; and let A denote the adjacency matrix for G. Then
(i)  A=A .
(ii) A t =  tA.
Proof. (i) Fix y2X, and z 2X . Let y; y0 2X denote the antipodal opposites such that
y = y0 = y, and let z 2 X denote the vertex such that z = z. The yz entry of the
left-hand side is 1 if one of y; y0 is adjacent to z, and 0 otherwise. The yz entry of
the right-hand side is 1 if y is adjacent to z, and 0 otherwise. By Denition 3.6(ii),
the two entries are equal.
(ii) Apply the transpose map to (i).
Lemma 10.7. Let G; G;  be as above. Let 
 = fi j 06i6Dg be the set of eigen-
values for G. Let  be the set of eigenvalues for G. Then
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(i) = f0; 2; 4; : : : ; D−1g:
(ii) 
 =  [ − (disjoint union);
where −= f− j  2 g:
Proof. (i) () Pick any  2 , and let v denote a nonzero eigenvector for A associ-
ated with . Observe by Lemma 10.4(iii) that  tv is a nonzero vector in V+. Applying
Lemma 10.6(ii), A tv=  tAv=  tv, so  tv is an eigenvector for A with eigenvalue
. By Lemma 8.3(i), this implies that  2 f0; 2; 4; : : : ; D−1g.
() Pick any  2 f0; 2; 4; : : : ; D−1g, and let v denote a nonzero eigenvector for
A associated with . Observe that v 2 V+ by Lemma 8.3(i), so  v is a nonzero vector
in V by Lemma 10.4(ii). Applying Lemma 10.6(i), A v =  Av =  v. Therefore,
 v is an eigenvector for A with eigenvalue , so  2 .
(ii) Immediate from (i) and Lemma 8.4.
Lemma 10.8. Let G; G;  be as above. Pick an eigenvalue  for G; and an eigenvalue
 for G such that  6= . Then E E = 0:
Proof. By Lemma 10.6(i), 0=  A−A . Now, 0=E( A−A )E=(−)E E:
By assumption,  −  6= 0, and the result follows.
Lemma 10.9. Let G; G;  be as above. Let 
 = fi j 06i6Dg be the set of eigen-
values for G. Let  be the set of eigenvalues for G.
(i) E = E E;  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g.
(ii)  E = E E;  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g:
(iii)  E = E ;  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g.
(iv) E t =  tE;  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g.
Proof. (i) From Lemma 1.9(ii),
E = E 
 X
2

E
!
= E E;
by Lemma 10.8.
(ii) Also from Lemma 1.9(ii),
 E =
 X
2
E
!
 E = E E;
by Lemma 10.8. (iii) Immediate from (i) and (ii). (iv) Apply the transpose map
to (iii).
Lemma 10.10. Let G; G;  be as above. Let 
= fi j 06i6Dg be the set of eigen-
values for G. Then
(i)  (EV ) = EV;  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g:
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(ii)  (EV ) = 0;  2 f1; 3; : : : ; Dg:
(iii)  t(EV) = EV;  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g.
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 10.9(iii) and the fact that  V =V. (ii) Immediate
from Lemmas 8:3(ii) and 10:4(i). (iii) By Lemmas 8:3(i), 10:4(ii), and 10:9(iv),
 tEV= E tV= EV+ = EV:
Lemma 10.11. Let G; G;  be as above. Fix x 2 X; and let x=x. Let Ei (06i6D)
denote the dual idempotents for G with respect to x; and let Ei (06i6D) denote
the dual idempotents for G with respect to x. Then
(i)  (Ei + E

D−i) = E

i  (06i6D):
(ii) (Ei + E

D−i) 
t =  tEi (06i6D).
Proof. (i) Fix y 2 X, and z 2 X and compute the yz entry of both sides. Assume that
z 6= y. Then the yz entry of each side is 0, since  yz = 0, and since Ei + ED−i and
Ei are diagonal. Now assume that z = y. By matrix multiplication, the yz entry of
the left-hand side is 1 if @(x; z) = i or D− i. Similarly, the yz entry of the right-hand
side is 1 if @(x;y)= i. The two entries are now equal by Denition 3.6(ii). (ii) Apply
the transpose map to (i).
Lemma 10.12. Let G; G; S;  be as above. Fix x 2 X; and let x = x. Let Ei
(06i6D) denote the dual idempotents for G with respect to x; and let Ei (06i6D)
denote the dual idempotents for G with respect to x. Then
(i)  Ei =
1
2E

i  (I + (−1)iS) (06i6D):
(ii)  ED−i =
1
2E

i  (I − (−1)iS) (06i6D):
Proof. (i) Evaluate the right-hand side using Lemma 10.11(i), and simplify the result
using Lemma 7.1(iii) and the fact that D is odd.
(ii) Similar.
Lemma 10.13. Let G; G be as above. Fix x 2 X; and let x= x. Let Ei (06i6D)
denote the dual idempotents for G with respect to x; and let Ei (06i6D) denote
the dual idempotents for G with respect to x. Then
(i)  (Ei V ) = E

i V (06i6D):
(ii)  (ED−iV ) = E

i V (06i6D):
Proof. (i) Suppose that i is even. Then by Lemmas 5:4(iv), 10:5(i) and 10:12(i),
 Ei V = E

i  (I + S
)V = Ei  V
+ = Ei V:
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Suppose that i is odd. Then by Lemmas 5.4(v), 10:5(ii) and 10:12(i),
 Ei V = E

i  (I − S)V = Ei  V− = Ei V:
(ii) Similar.
11. The bijection between the sets of T-modules
Throughout this section, assume that G= (X; R) is a bipartite distance-regular graph
of odd diameter D=2D+1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let G=(X;R) denote the
quotient graph. Let  :X !X denote a quotient map, and let  =  . Fix x 2 X , and
let x= (x). Let T = T (x), and let T = T (x). Let V be the standard module for G,
and let V be the standard module for G. Let V+; V− be as in Lemma 4.3.
Theorem 11.1. Let G;G; T;T;  ; V;V; V+; V− be as above. Let W be a subspace of
V; and let W be a subspace of V: The following are equivalent:
(i) W is a T-module; and W =  W .
(ii)W is a T-module; and W =  tW + S tW.
Suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. Then
(iii)  tW =W \ V+:
(iv) S tW =W \ V−.
Proof. (i)) (ii): First, note that W is closed under the action of A. By Lemma
10.6(i), and the fact that AW W ,
AW =A W =  AW   W =W:
Next, note that W is closed under the action of each Ei . Fix an index i (06i6D).
Then by Lemma 10.11(i), and the fact that (Ei + E

D−i)W W ,
Ei W = E

i  W =  (E

i + E

D−i)W   W =W:
We have now shown that W is a T-module. Next, we show that W = tW+S tW.
Observe that by Lemmas 9.1(i) and 10:3(ii),
 tW =  t W = (S + I)W =W \ V+: (11.1)
Applying Lemma 9.2(i), we nd
S tW = S(W \ V+) =W \ V−: (11.2)
Combining (11.1) and (11.2) with Lemma 9.1(iii) gives
W =W \ V+ +W \ V− =  tW + S tW;
as desired.
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(ii) ) (i): First, note that W is closed under the action of A. By Lemmas 8.1(ii)
and 10:6(i), and the fact that AWW,
AW = A( tW + S tW) =  tAW + S tAW  tW + S tW =W:
Next, note that W is closed under the action of S. By Lemma 5.3(i),
SW = S( tW + S tW) = S tW +  tW =W:
Fix an index i (06i6D); and note that W is closed under the action of
Ei + E

D−i. By Lemmas 7.1 and 10:11(ii), and the fact that E

i WW,
(Ei + E

D−i)W = (E

i + E

D−i)( 
tW + S tW) =  tEi W + S
 tEi W
  tW + S tW =W:
By Lemma 7.1(iv), A; S, and Ei + E

D−i (06i6D) generate T , so we have now
shown that W is a T -module.
Finally, we show that W =  W . Observe by Lemmas 10.3(i) and (iv) that
 W =   tW +  S tW = 2IW + 0 =W:
(iii) This is shown in (11.1). (iv) This is shown in (11.2).
Corollary 11.2. Let G;G; T;T;  be as above. The map W 7!  W from the
set of all T-modules to the set of all T-modules is a bijection; with inverse
W 7!  tW + S tW.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 11:1
Lemma 11.3. Let G;G; T;T;  be as above. Let W;W 0 be T-modules. Let W=  W;
and let W0 =  W 0: The following are equivalent: (i) W W 0: (ii)WW0:
Proof. (i) ) (ii): Clear.
(ii) ) (i): Note that  tW  tW0 and S tW S tW0. The result follows from
Corollary 11.2.
Theorem 11.4. Let G;G; T;T;  be as above. Let W be a T-module; and letW= W:
The following are equivalent:
(i) W is an irreducible T-module.
(ii)W is an irreducible T-module.
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 11.2 and Lemma 11.3, which establish a partial-order
preserving bijection between the set of T -modules and the set of T-modules.
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12. Isomorphism of T-modules
Throughout this section, assume that G= (X; R) is a bipartite distance-regular graph
of odd diameter D=2D+1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let G=(X;R) denote the
quotient graph. Let  :X !X denote a quotient map, and let  =  . Fix x 2 X , and
let x= (x). Let T = T (x), and let T= T (x):
Lemma 12.1. Let G;G;  ; T;T be as above. Let W be a T-module; and letW= W .
Then
(i) W \ V− = ker  jW .
(ii)  jW\V+ :W \ V+!W is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iii)  t :W!W \ V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(iv) The map in (ii) is twice the inverse of the map in (iii).
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 10.4(i). (ii) Immediate from (i) and
Lemma 9.1(iii). (iii) Immediate from Lemmas 10.4(iii) and 11:1(iii). (iv) Immediate
from Lemma 10.4(iv).
Lemma 12.2. Let G;G;  ; T;T; be as above. Let W be a T-module; and letW= W .
Then
(i)  jW\V+ :W \ V+!W is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
(ii)  jW\V− :W \ V−!W is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
Proof. (i) In view of Lemma 10.5(i), we need only show that  (W \ V+) =W.
Observe by Lemmas 9.3(iii), 9:4(i), and 10:3(iii) that
W=  W =  (W \ V+ +W \ V−) =  (W \ V+) +  (W \ V−)
=  (W \ V+) +  S(W \ V+) =  (W \ V+):
(ii) Similar.
Theorem 12.3. Let G;G;  ; T;T; be as above. Let W;W 0 be T-modules. LetW= W;
and let W0 =  W 0:
(i) Suppose f :W !W 0 is an isomorphism of T-modules. Then f :W!W0 is an
isomorphism of T-modules; where
f =  f tjW:
(ii) Suppose f :W!W0 is an isomorphism of T-modules. Then f :W !W 0 is an
isomorphism of T-modules; where
f = ( tf  + S tf  S)jW :
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Proof. (i) We rst show that f is an isomorphism of vector spaces from W to W0.
Observe that
 t :W!W \ V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.1)
by Lemma 12.1(iii). Also,
f :W \ V+!W 0 \ V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.2)
by Lemma 9.1(i) and the fact that f commutes with S on W . Finally,
 :W 0 \ V+!W0 is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.3)
by Lemma 12.1(ii). Combining (12.1) and (12.3), we see that f is an isomorphism
of vector spaces from W to W0, as desired. We now show that f :W!W0 is an
isomorphism of T -modules. By Lemma 10.6 ( fA−Af )W=0; and by Lemma 10.11,
( fEi − Ei f )W = 0 (06i6D). The matrices A and E0 ;E1 ; : : : ;ED generate T, so
( f t−tf )W=0 for all t 2T. Therefore, f :W!W0 is an isomorphism of T -modules,
as desired.
(ii) By Lemma 9.1(iii),
W =W \ V+ +W \ V− (12.4)
and
W 0 =W 0 \ V+ +W 0 \ V−: (12.5)
We rst show that f : W !W 0 is an isomorphism of vector spaces. By the denition
of f and Eqs. (12.4), and (12.5), it is sucient to show the following:
 tf  :W \ V+!W 0 \ V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.6)
 tf  (W \ V−) = 0; (12.7)
S tf  S :W \ V−!W 0 \ V− is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.8)
and
S tf  S(W \ V+) = 0: (12.9)
To see (12.6), observe that
 :W \ V+!W is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.10)
by Lemma 12.1(ii). By denition,
f :W!W0 is an isomorphism of vector spaces: (12.11)
Also,
 t :W0!W 0 \ V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.12)
by Lemma 12.1(iii). Combining (12.10){(12.12) gives (12.6). Eq. (12.7) is immediate
from Lemma 12.1(i). To see (12.8), observe that
S :W \ V−!W \ V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.13)
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by Lemmas 9.2(ii) and 5:2(ii). Also,
 tf  :W \ V+!W 0 \ V+ is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.14)
by (12.6). Finally,
S :W 0 \ V+!W 0 \ V− is an isomorphism of vector spaces; (12.15)
by Lemmas 9.2(i) and 5:2(ii). Combining (12.13){(12.15) gives (12.8). Eq. (12.9) is
immediate from Lemmas 9.2(i) and 12:1(i). We have now shown (12.6){(12.9), so
f :W !W 0 is an isomorphism of vector spaces. We now show that f :W !W 0 is an
isomorphism of T -modules. By Lemmas 8.1(ii) and 10:6, (fA−Af)W =0: By Lemma
5.3(i), (fS − Sf)W = 0: By Lemmas 7.1(iii) and 10:11,
(f(Ei + E

D−i)− (Ei + ED−i)f)W = 0 (06i6D):
By Lemma 7.1(iv), the matrices A; S, and Ei + E

D−i (06i6D) generate T ,
so (ft − tf)W = 0 for all t 2T . Therefore, f is an isomorphism of T -modules, as
desired.
13. The inner product
Throughout this section, assume that G= (X; R) is a bipartite distance-regular graph
of odd diameter D=2D+1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let G=(X;R) denote the
quotient graph. Let  :X !X denote a quotient map, and let  =  . Fix x 2 X , and
let x= (x). Let T = T (x), and let T = T (x). Let V be the standard module for G,
and let V be the standard module for G.
Lemma 13.1. Let G; V; S be as above. Then for any u; v 2 V
hu; vi= hSu; Svi:
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, S tS = I . Therefore,
hSu; Svi= hu; S tSvi= hu; vi:
Lemma 13.2. Let G; V; S be as above. Then for any u; v 2 V
hu; vi= hSu; Svi:
Proof. Similar to Lemma 13.1.
Lemma 13.3. Let G;G;  ; V;V be as above. Then
(i) 2hu; vi= h u;  vi (u; v 2 V+).
(ii) 2hu; vi= h tu;  tvi (u; v 2V).
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Proof. (i) Pick any u; v 2 V+. Observe that (S + I)v = 2v, by Lemma 4.3(ii). From
this and Lemma 10.3(ii),
h u;  vi= hu;  t vi= hu; (S + I)vi= 2hu; vi:
(ii) Pick any u; v 2V. By Lemma 10.3(i),
h tu;  tvi= hu;   tvi= hu; 2vi= 2hu; vi:
Theorem 13.4. Let G;G;  ; T;T be as above. Let W;W 0 be T -modules. LetW= W;
and let W0 =  (W 0). The following are equivalent:
(i) W and W 0 are orthogonal.
(ii) W \ V+ and W 0 \ V+ are orthogonal.
(iii) W \ V− and W 0 \ V− are orthogonal.
(iv) W and W0 are orthogonal.
Proof. (i) ) (ii), (iii): Clear.
(ii) , (iii): Immediate from Lemmas 9.2(i), (ii) and 13:2.
(ii), (iii) ) (i): Immediate from Lemma 4.3(i).
(ii) , (iv): Immediate from Lemmas 13.3(i) and 12:1(ii).
14. The structure of irreducible T-modules
Throughout this section assume that G = (X; R) is a bipartite distance-regular graph
of odd diameter D=2D+1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let G=(X;R) denote the
quotient graph. Let  :X !x denote a quotient map, and let  =  x. Fix x 2 X , and
let x=(x). Let T =T (x), and let T=T (x). Let W be an irreducible T -module with
endpoint r, and let W =  W .
Lemma 14.1. Let G;W be as above. Then
(i) SEi W = E

D−iW (06i6D).
(ii) dim Ei W = dim E

D−iW (06i6D).
(iii) The diameter of W is D − 2r.
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 4.1(ii), Corollary 7.5(i), and the fact that S 2 T .
(ii) Immediate from (i) and Lemma 4.1(ii). (iii) Let d denote the diameter of W .
Observe that
Ei W = 0 (06i6r − 1) (14.1)
by the denition of endpoint, and that
Ei W = 0 (D − r + 16i6D) (14.2)
by (14.1) and (ii), above. Similarly,
Er W 6= 0 (14.3)
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by the denition of endpoint, and
ED−rW 6= 0 (14.4)
by (14.3) and (ii), above. The result now follows from Lemma 2.2(i).
Lemma 14.2. Let G;G;  ; W;W be as above. Then
(i) For all i (06i6D);
 jEi W :Ei W !Ei W is an isomorphism of vector spaces:
(ii) For all i (06i6D);
 jED−iW :ED−iW !Ei W is an isomorphism of vector spaces:
Proof. (i) Fix an index i (06i6D). In view of Lemmas 7.2 and 10.5, we need only
show
 (Ei W ) = E

i W: (14.5)
Suppose that i is even. Then by Lemmas 9.3(i), 10:12(i), and 12:2(i),
Ei W = E

i  (W \ V+) = Ei  (S + I)W =  Ei W:
Suppose that i is odd. Then by Lemmas 9.3(ii), 10:12(ii), and 12:2(ii),
Ei W = E

i  (W \ V−) = Ei  (S − I)W =  Ei W:
We now have (14.5), and the result follows. (ii) Similar.
Lemma 14.3. Let G;G;  ; W;W be as above. Then
(i) For all i (06i6D); dimEi W; dim E

i W; and dim E

D−iW are all equal.
(ii) The endpoint of W is r and the diameter of W is D− r.
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 14.2. (ii) Immediate from (i), Lemmas 2.2(i), and
14:1(iii).
Lemma 14.4. Let G;W be as above. Let 
W denote the set of eigenvalues for W .
Then
(i) SEiW = ED−iW (06i6D):
(ii) dim EiW = dim ED−iW (06i6D):
(iii) If  2 
W ; then − 2 
W .
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 5.2(ii), Corollary 8.7(i), and the fact that
S 2 T: (ii) Immediate from (i) and Lemma 5.2(ii). (iii) Immediate from (ii) and
Lemma 8.4(i).
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Lemma 14.5. Let G;G; T;T;  ; W;W be as above. Then
(i) For all  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g;
 jEW :EW !EW is an isomorphism of vector spaces:
(ii) For all  2 f1; 3; : : : ; Dg;
 (EW ) = 0:
Proof. (i) Fix  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g. In view of Lemmas 8.3(i) and 10:4(ii), we need
only show
 (EW ) = EW:
This follows immediately from Lemma 10.9(iii). (ii) Immediate from Lemma
10.10(ii).
Theorem 14.6. Let G;G;  ; W;W be as above. Let 
 = fi j 06i6Dg be the set of
eigenvalues for G. Let 
W denote the set of eigenvalues for W and let W denote
the set of eigenvalues for W. Then
(i) For all  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g; dimEW = dim EW .
(ii) W = 
W \ f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g.
(iii) 
W = W [ −W (disjoint union);
where −W = f− j  2 Wg:
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 14.5(i). (ii) () Fix 2W. Observe that
EW 6=0 by denition of W, so EW 6= 0 by (i). Now  is an eigenvalue of W ,
so  2 
W . Observe also that  is an eigenvalue of G, so  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g by
Lemma 10.7(i).
() Fix  2 
W \f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g. Observe that EW 6= 0 by denition of 
W , so
EW 6= 0 by (i). Now  is an eigenvalue of W, so 2W. (iii) Immediate from (ii),
Lemmas 10.7(ii), and 14.4(iii).
15. The structure of thin, irreducible T-modules
Throughout this section assume that G = (X; R) is a bipartite distance-regular graph
of odd diameter D=2D+1 which is an antipodal 2-cover. Let G=(X;R) denote the
quotient graph. Let  :X !X denote a quotient map, and let  =  . Fix x 2 X , and
let x=(x). Let T =T (x), and let T=T (x). Let W be an irreducible T -module with
endpoint r, and let W =  W .
Our rst theorem, a direct corollary of Lemma 14.3, shows that thin modules cor-
respond to thin modules under the bijection of Theorem 11.1, and therefore that thin
graphs correspond to thin graphs under the bijection of Theorem 3.7.
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Theorem 15.1. Let G;G; x;x; T;T;  ; W;W be as above. Then
(i) W is a thin T -module if and only if W is a thin T-module.
(ii) G is thin with respect to x if and only if G is thin with respect to x.
(iii) G is thin if and only if G is thin.
Proof. (i) Immediate from Lemma 14.3(i) and the denition of thin modules. (ii)
Immediate from (i). (iii) Immediate from (ii).
Throughout the remainder of this section, assume that W is a thin, irreducible
T -module with endpoint r, and let W =  W . Recall that W has diameter D − 2r,
and W has endpoint r and diameter D− r. Let ai=ai(W ) (06i6D−2r), and let xi=
xi(W ) (16i6D−2r). Let ai=ai(W) (06i6D−r), and let xi=xi(W) (16i6D−r).
Theorem 15.2. Let G;G; W;W be as above. Then
(i) xi = xD−2r−i+1 (16i6D − 2r).
(ii) ai = 0 (06i6D − 2r).
(iii) xi = xi (16i6D− r).
(iv) ai = 0 (06i6D− r − 1).
(v) a2D−r = xD−r+1. In particular; aD−r 6= 0.
Proof. (i) Fix an index i (16i6D− 2r), and set j= r+ i. By Lemma 2.5, (Ej AEj−1
AEj − xiI)Ej W = 0. Applying S to this equation, and evaluating the result using
Corollary 7.5(i), Lemmas 8.1(i), and 14:1, we nd
(ED−jAE

D−j+1AE

D−j − xiI)ED−jW = 0:
It follows that xi = xD−2r−i+1, as desired.
(ii) Since G is bipartite, Ei AE

i =0 (06i6D), by Lemma 1.13(i). The result follows
from Denition 2.4.
(iii) Fix an index i (16i6D − r), and set j = r + i. Pick any nonzero w 2 Ej W .
We evaluate EjAE

j−1AE

j  w in two ways.
On one hand,  w is a nonzero vector in EjW by Lemma 14.2(i). So by
Lemma 2.5,
EjAE

j−1AE

j  w = xi w: (15.1)
On the other hand, using Lemmas 1:13(ii), 10:6(i), and 10:11(i),
EjAE

j−1AE

j  w=  (E

j + E

D−j)A(E

j−1 + E

D−j+1)A(E

j + E

D−j)w
=  (Ej + E

D−j)A(E

j−1 + E

D−j+1)AE

j w
=  Ej AE

j−1AE

j w
= xi w: (15.2)
Comparing (15.1) and (15.2) gives the result.
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(iv) Since G is almost-bipartite,
Ei AE

i = 0 (06i6D− 1);
by Lemma 1.13(i). The result follows from Denition 2.4.
(v) Pick any nonzero w 2 EDW . We evaluate EDAEDAED w in two ways. On
one hand,  w is a nonzero vector in EDW by Lemma 14.2(i), so by Denition 2.4,
EDAE

DAE

D w = a
2
D−r w: (15.3)
On the other hand, using Lemmas 1:13(iv), 10:6(i), and 10:11(i),
EDAE

DAE

D w=  (E

D + E

D+1)A(E

D + E

D+1)A(E

D + E

D+1)w
=  (ED + E

D+1)A(E

D + E

D+1)AE

Dw
=  EDAE

D+1AE

Dw
= xD−r+1 w: (15.4)
Comparing (15.3) and (15.4) gives a2D−r = xD−r+1. Finally, we note that aD−r 6= 0,
by Lemma 2.6(ii).
Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 12.3 imply that the sign of aD−r is determined by the
xi (16i6D− 2r), and indeed it is. In the remainder of this section, we show exactly
how.
Lemma 15.3. Let G;W be as above. Set d= D − 2r. Then
Er+dA
dEr v= x1x2 : : :xD−raD−rSv (v 2 Er W ):
Proof. We may assume that v 6= 0, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Note that Sv
spans Er+dW by Lemma 14.1(i). Therefore,
Er+dA
dEr v= Sv;
for some complex scalar . It remains to show
 = x1x2 : : :xD−raD−r : (15.5)
To do this, we evaluate the vector
ErAE

r+1A : : :AE

D−1AE

DAE

DAE

D−1A : : :AE

r+1AE

r  v
in two ways.
On one hand,  v is a nonzero vector in Er W by Lemma 14.2(i), so by Denition 2.4
and Lemma 2.5,
ErAE

r+1A : : :AE

D−1AE

DAE

DAE

D−1A : : :AE

r+1AE

r  v
=x1x2 : : :xD−raD−r v: (15.6)
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On the other hand, by Lemmas 1:13(ii), 10:3(iii), 10:6(i), and 10:11(i),
Er AE

r+1A : : :AE

D−1AE

DAE

DAE

D−1A : : :AE

r+1AE

r  v
= (Er + E

r+d)A(E

r+1 + E

r+d−1)A : : : A(E

r+1 + E

r+d−1)A(E

r + E

r+d)v
= (Er + E

r+d)A(E

r+1 + E

r+d−1)A : : : A(E

r+1 + E

r+d−1)AE

r v
= Er+dAE

r+d−1A : : : AE

r v
= Er+dA
dEr v
= Sv
= v: (15.7)
Comparing (15.6) and (15.7), we obtain (15.5), and the result follows.
Lemma 15.4. Let G;W be as above. Let 
=fi j 06i6Dg be the set of eigenvalues
for G; and let 
W be the set of eigenvalues for W . Let p0; p1; : : : ; pd+1 be as in
Denition 2:9.
Then for all  2 
W ;
pd() =

x1x2 : : :xD−raD−r if  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g
−x1x2 : : :xD−raD−r if  2 f1; 3; : : : ; Dg:
Proof. For notational convenience, set  = x1x2 : : :xD−raD−r . Fix  2 
W . By
Lemma 2.10(i) (with i = d) and Lemma 15.3,
(pd(A)− S)Er W = 0:
Applying E to this equation, we nd by Lemma 2.10(iv) that
(pd()− S)EW = 0:
Suppose that  2 f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g. Then SE = E by Lemma 8.2(ii), so (15:8)
implies that pd() = .
Now suppose that  2 f1; 3; : : : ; Dg. Then SE=−E by Lemma 8.2(ii), so (15:8)
implies that pd() =−.
Denition 15.5. Suppose that C;D are nite subsets of R, and assume that C \D= ;.
We say the elements of C interlace those of D if
(i) for all 1; 2 2 C such that 1<2, there exists  2 D such that 1<<2,
(ii) for all 1; 2 2 D such that 1<2, there exists  2 C such that 1<<2.
Theorem 15.6. Let G;W be as above. Let 
=fi j 06i6Dg be the set of eigenvalues
for G; and let 
W be the set of eigenvalues for W .
(i) The elements of 
W \ f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g interlace those of 
W \ f1; 3; : : : ; Dg.
(ii) aD−r > 0 if and only if the largest element of 
W is in f0; 2; : : : ; D−1g.
Proof. Immediate by comparing Lemma 15.4 with Lemma 2.13(ii), in light of
Lemma 2.6(ii).
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We can now determine the sign of aD−r given the xi (06i6D) and 
. Use the
xi (06i6D) to nd pd+1 as in Denition 2.9. By Lemma 2.11(iv), the roots of this
polynomial are the elements of 
W . By comparing them to the list of elements of 
,
we can determine the sign of aD−r by Theorem 15.6.
Finally, we note that this theorem also gives information about the eigenvalues of
W which are inherited by W. We have the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 15.7. Let G;G; W;W be as above. Let 
 = fi j 06i6Dg be the set of
eigenvalues for G. Let 
W be the set of eigenvalues for W; and let W be the set of
eigenvalues for W. Then
(i) The elements of W interlace those of 
WnW.
(ii) aD−r > 0 if and only if the largest element of 
W is in W.
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 14:6(ii) and 15:6.
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